
IHS, spring 2014

Syllabus for Applied Econometrics - second half

instructor Maximilian Kasy
office IHS A312
office hours after class
email teachingmaxkasy@gmail.com
teaching assistant Casandra Hutchinson
class time and location

Thu May 22 8:15am – 10:15am SZ6 N601
Fri May 23 10:30am – 12:30pm HS2
Fri May 23 1:30pm – 3:30pm HS2
Mon May 26 10:30am – 12:30pm HS2
Tue May 27 11:00am – 1:00pm SZ6 N601
Wed May 28 8:30am – 10:30am HS2
Wed Jun 4 11:00am – 1:00pm HS2
Thu Jun 5 1:30pm – 3:30pm HS2
Fri Jun 6 10:30am – 12:30pm HS2
Fri Jun 6 1:30pm – 3:30pm HS2

Overview and Objectives

Applied Econometrics is co-taught by Derya Uysal and me, with each of us
covering half the course. The second half, taught by me, will cover methods
of causal inference as they are used in various fields of applied economics
such as labor economics, development economics, and public finance.

In class, I will discuss the theory behind various methods in applied
econometrics. Each of you will present two empirical papers using one of
the methods discussed. Everybody will have to prepare summaries of these
papers before they are presented. Toward the end of class, we will discuss
some statistical software packages (Stata, Matlab). You will have to use the
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knowledge acquired in this class to replicate the empirical analysis in one of
the papers.

You will get most out of this class if you (i) try to read the textbook chap-
ters in “Mostly Harmless Econometrics” before I discuss the corresponding
theory in class, (ii) then listen to me presenting the theory, (iii) then prepare
the summaries of the corresponding empirical papers, and your presenta-
tions, and (iv) finally try and get your computer to replicate the numbers
in these papers.

Assignments

Your grade for Applied Econometrics will be determined by both the first
and the second half of the course, with each half receiving equal weight. The
grade for the second half depends on:

1. Your summaries of the empirical papers, to be submitted before these
papers are presented (20% of grade). Each summary should be about
two pages long; you are required to submit at least 4 summaries.

2. Your presentations of the empirical papers (20% of grade). You
should prepare slides for your presentation.

3. There will be 1 problem-set, due on June 5 (20% of grade).

4. Your replication of the empirical results in one of the papers we
discussed (40% of grade). This assignment is for both the first and
second half of class. The replication should consist of

(a) complete Stata code to produce all your results,

(b) nicely formatted figures and tables produced by your code, which
correspond to those in the paper,

(c) and a verbal discussion of these figures and tables.

If you would like to replicate another paper than one of those assigned,
you are welcome to do so after asking for my approval for the paper
you chose.

Not for all empirical papers are data readily available. Part of your
assignment is to find out whether the data are online, or whether you
can obtain them some other way. Please share your findings with your
classmates.
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5. You should read the relevant textbook chapters before class, and pre-
pare questions to ask me in class. Your questions should not be smart,
but instead help you and your classmates understand the material
better.

6. The will be no final exam.

You are welcome, and in fact encouraged, to collaborate on any of these
assignments. However, every one of you has to produce a separate write-up
of your summaries / problem-set solutions / replication. Identical write-ups
will receive zero points.

To help me improve the course, I will ask you to give me anonymous
feedback at some point, writing what you like about the class and what you
think I should change.
I encourage you to come to my office hours with any questions. I will not
answer emails with questions on the material.
If you need any special accommodations for physical or medical reasons,
please see me after class or send me an email.

Course outline

We will cover the following topics in the second half of Applied Econometrics.

1. Causality and counterfactuals

2. Randomized experiments

3. Difference-in-differences

4. Instrumental variables

5. Regression discontinuity

6. Distributional effects

7. Statistical software: Stata, Matlab

Readings

• The required textbook for this part of class is

Angrist, J. D. and Pischke, J. S. (2009). Mostly harm-
less econometrics: an empiricist’s companion. Princeton
Univ Pr.
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This is a paperback and cheaper than most textbooks. Also, it is
named after “Mostly Harmless,” which is “the fifth book in the increas-
ingly inaccurately named Hitchhikers Trilogy” by Douglas Adams.

• I will post handouts.1

• A concise introduction to Stata can be found at http://data.princeton.edu/stata/,
and there are many more resources available on the internet.

• The following empirical papers will be posted on the class page. These
are the papers of which you have to summarize at least four, and which
you will present in class. These papers are some of the “classics” using
the respective methods. Each of these was followed by a great number
of articles using similar approaches.

1. Randomized experiments

Krueger, A. (1999). Experimental estimates of educa-
tion production functions. The Quarterly Journal of
Economics, 114(2):497–532

Miguel, E. and Kremer, M. (2003). Worms: identifying
impacts on education and health in the presence of
treatment externalities. Econometrica, 72(1):159–217

2. Difference-in-differences

Card, D. (1990). The impact of the Mariel boatlift on the
Miami labor market. Industrial and Labor Relations
Review, 43(2):245–257

Card, D. and Krueger, A. B. (1994). Minimum wages
and employment: A case study of the fast-food indus-
try in new jersey and pennsylvania. The American
Economic Review, 84(4):772–793

3. Instrumental variables

Bloom, H. S., Orr, L. L., Bell, S. H., Cave, G., Doolit-
tle, F., Lin, W., and Bos, J. M. (1997). The Benefits
and Costs of JTPA Title II-A Programs: Key Find-
ings from the National Job Training Partnership Act
Study. The Journal of Human Resources, 32(3):pp.
549–576

1Thanks go to Alberto Abadie for sharing his lecture notes with me!
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Angrist, J. D. and Keueger, A. B. (1991). Does compul-
sory school attendance affect schooling and earnings?
The Quarterly Journal of Economics, 106(4):979–1014

4. Regression discontinuity

Lee, D. S. (2001). The electoral advantage to incum-
bency and voters’ valuation of politicians’ experience:
A regression discontinuity analysis of elections to the
U.S. house. Working Paper 8441, National Bureau of
Economic Research

Black, S. E. (1999). Do Better Schools Matter? Parental
Valuation of Elementary Education. Quarterly Jour-
nal of Economics, 114(2):577–599
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